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Reviewer's report:

Overall:
It is a very good and interesting research. It is well described and the results are sufficiently justified. There is also an adequate and very good analysis of the data and the used methods both for Regressions and the ARMA models.

Therefore, I recommend it for publication with a minor revision on some specific parts.

Specific Comments for minor revision:

Abstract:
i) line 75: "This paper also proves.. ": You’d better write "shows" or something similar. Although the results are clear, it’s better to avoid "prove", since the data sample include one summer period and a geographic region (Florida).

1. Introduction:
ii) line 107: "..syndromic surveillance systems include a lack of resources...":
It is true, but not only that. There are other reasons too, e.g. delay of official government data and results, complexed or expensive procedures to gather health data from various sources., etc. If possible, you can mention the above.

2. Methodology:
iii) line 167: "accessible over the preceding seven days":
Using scripts, we can obtain weekly or daily data (mainly past data) through API's (C#, Python, etc.) from Google as well. Twitter may certainly has more advantages over Google in capturing data (time fraction, computer automation etc.)
If possible, you can modify these lines appropriately to clearly show that
iv) lines 237, 393: ARMA-GARCH models:
These models are referenced as ARIMAX models (with an exogenous explanatory variable). ARMA is a special case of a two-parameter ARIMA model without Integration. If this the case, you can mention the above.
3. Results:
v) line 293: "Nearly all Twitter keywords were significantly related (p < 0.05)". What is the overall Pearson Coefficient (for each case you examine)? You mention in line 305 that "the consistency of the association, < 0.60 Pearson correlation coefficient". Does this refer to Twitter results or Google search results? You can clarify this.

4. Discussion:
vi) Which web tool gives the best results in terms of association and correlation of data, Twitter or Google? You can make it more clear.

You mention in lines 423-424 that "We hypothesized that more frequent Twitter tweets or Google search that results mentioning heat-related keywords are positively associated with health outcomes":

How much is this association? Did you find better results in Twitter or not? If possible, you can refer to that.
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